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 Residence Inn-Pinehurst/Southern Pines to Fort Bragg’s Longstreet Gate 

 

1- Exit the hotel parking lot taking a LEFT onto Brucewood Road 

 

2- At the Stop light●●● past the movie theatre take a RIGHT onto Morganton Road 

 

3- Cross over RT 1 and past 2 Stop Lights ●●●. Then cross a bridge, there will be a 

fork in the road and you BARE LEFT and the road name changes to S. May Street 

when you bare LEFT.  

 

4- Go to the 7
th

 street called Connecticut Avenue- Stop Light here ●●● and you turn 

RIGHT. There will be a Green Sign directing you to Ft Bragg at this intersection. 

You will drive on a beautiful road with Horse Farm estates on the right and left, and 

the road becomes E. Connecticut Avenue. Ignore Ft Bragg Rd. To get here is 6.2 

miles from the hotel. 

 

5- There will be a “gates” that will be open as you enter the Ft Bragg Reservation. The 

gates have a Stop Sign on it but that stop is only for when the gates are closed. 

Ahead is a 4 way intersection with a little “house” at 11 o’clock.  Turn LEFT  here. 

The sign for turning right will say King Road. There is no sign for the left turn but it 

is Manchester Rd 

 

6- Travel 22.2 miles on Manchester. You will pass a dirt road on your Right that will 

say “Longstreet”-IGNORE this! 

 

7- Signs on Manchester Rd will tell you the road is CLOSED ahead. The fence is 

closed blocking the road so you MUST TURN RIGHT. This is Lamont. You will 

pass a high security area that looks like an entrance on your left, this is NOT the 

Longstreet Gate 

 

8- Just a ways past this high security entrance is a stop sign- take a LEFT. You are at 

the Longstreet Gate. 28 miles-25.5 minutes 

           

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 


